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Abstract

Air pollution is of serious concern in many Asian countries, especially in densely populated cities with many highly polluting
two-stroke engine vehicles like scooters. Four-stroke engines and electric battery-powered scooters are often proposed as alternatives, but

Ž .a fuel cell scooter would be superior by offering both zero tailpipe emissions and combustion-scooter class range 200 km without
lengthy battery recharging times. This advanced scooter concept is explored here. A conceptual polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell
scooter design with compact metal hydride hydrogen storage is presented here; technology projections are for the short term, less than 5
years. A computer simulation is developed to examine overall vehicle design. Vehicle characteristics, fuel cell polarization curves, and a
Taiwanese urban driving cycle are specified as inputs. Transient power requirements reach 5.9 kW due to rapid acceleration, suggesting a
large fuel cell. However, average power is only 600 W: a hybrid vehicle with a smaller fuel cell and peaking batteries could also handle
the load. Fuel economies are greater than 500 mpge at steady-state driving. Results show that hybrid vehicles do not significantly improve
mileage, but would drastically reduce the size of fuel cell needed. System size is approximately the same as present electric scooters, at
43 l and 61 kg for the fuel cell, hydrogen storage, and electric motorrcontroller, for a total scooter weight of about 130 kg. q 2000
Elsevier Science S.A. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

A conceptual design for a fuel cell scooter replacement
that matches today’s gasoline scooters is devised; a com-
puter model is implemented to determine performance in
comparison with published results. The fuel cell scooter
represents a small but growing area of interest. A good
example of previous work in a closely related area is a

w x1997 Princeton University thesis by Colella 1 , which
concerns the modeling and actual construction of a fuel-cell
assisted bicycle with reference to Thailand conditions. A
useful counterpoint to this modeling work is LaVen’s work
on building and testing a prototype metal hydride-powered

w xfuel cell scooter at the Desert Research Institute 2 . The
purpose of this study is to design and simulate a fuel cell
replacement for today’s scooter in Asia. Scooters are de-
fined as small two-wheeled vehicles that can carry one or
two people. They are between motorcycles and bicycles in

) Fax: q1-609-258-3661; e-mail: brucelin@alumni.princeton.edu

power, but unlike both in that they are ridden in a seated
position with feet forward on a platform. The size focused
on here is the midrange 5 kW scooter, comparable to 50 cc
internal-combustion-engined scooters.

The performance specifications are converted to power
requirements using a model of road performance, scooter
physical parameters, and the Taipei Motorcycle Driving
Cycle. Using the performance requirements calculated from
these variables, a fuel cell and a metal hydride storage
system are configured. The weight and performances of
these components are, in turn, returned to the model to
produce the final performance of the scooter in terms of
fuel consumption and parasitic power losses. A final sec-
tion describes how a hybrid scooter with a peaking power
battery would allow a smaller fuel cell to be used, reducing
capital cost.

First, the possible market and the performance require-
ments are detailed, in order to set a target for a technical
discussion.

With 10 million scooters and a progressive policy to-
wards electric scooters, Taiwan is an excellent case study
w x3 . Especially high-polluting two-stroke vehicles made up

0378-7753r00r$ - see front matter q 2000 Elsevier Science S.A. All rights reserved.
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Table 1
Fuel cell scooter performance requirements
The slope climbing, acceleration, and maximum speed requirements are
based on a Taiwan electric scooter proposal, which in turn was based on
surveys of scooter users; the maximum power is comparable to 50 cc i.c.l.

w xscooters 9 .

Specification Fuel cell scooter

Max motor power output 4–6 kW
Range before refueling 200 km at 30 kmrh
Fuel efficiency )100 mpge
Acceleration 0–30 kmrh in less than 5 s
Speed on 158 slope 10 kmrh
Speed on 128 slope 18 kmrh
Maximum speed 60 kmrh
Curb weight -130 kg

40% of all vehicles in Taipei in 1996; this is the impetus
w xfor change 4 . Fuel injection, catalytic oxidation of ex-

haust gases, and a switch to four-stroke engines have all
been proposed as solutions to this highly visible problem;
all of the options have been estimated to add approxi-
mately 50–100% to the approximately US$150 manufac-
turing cost of the two-stroke engine, with reductions in
hydrocarbon emissions of 40–80% and 40–90% for car-

w xbon monoxide 5 . However, the Taiwan government has
mandated a move towards further reductions in the form of

w xzero-emission scooters 6,7 .
The first battery-powered electric scooters have failed

to capture significant market share because they are incon-
venient to recharge, and because they simply do not match
the power and range of existing alternatives. Electric
scooters are presently at the low end of scooter engine
power at 3 kW. Urban driving in Asia often requires bursts
of acceleration to dodge between larger vehicles in con-
gested traffic and this calls for high power. Electric scoot-
ers will never replace a third of two-stroke scooters if their
competitors have four times the range, with quicker refuel-
ing. Additionally, mass is an important consideration also:
a curb weight, the weight of vehicle without passengers or
cargo, of approximately 130 kg approaches the limits of

w xmanageability for parking and unpowered handling 8 . In
order to succeed, the technology must be able to match the
performance of at least today’s low-end gasoline scooters,
as Table 1 illustrates.

2. Initial modeling results

In this section, the computer model and its important
inputs are described; initial results, dependent only on the
physical characteristics of the scooter and not power sys-
tem characteristics, are laid out. Then, the Taipei Motor-
cycle Driving Cycle is used to calculate maximum power

under the irregular velocities of typical urban driving
conditions.

2.1. Model

The computer model design ‘‘launch14’’ calculates the
instantaneous power required from a scooter’s engine as it
travels through various driving patterns. The model is
based on a standard road load model. First, the mechanical
power P , demanded at the wheels by the motion ofwheels

the vehicle is:

P s maÕ q mgÕsinu q mgÕC cosuŽ . Ž . Ž .wheels RR

q 1r2 r C A Õ3 1Ž .Ž .air D F

where ms total mass of vehicle, people, and cargo; us
angle of slope; as instantaneous acceleration of vehicle;
Õs instantaneous velocity of vehicle; C scoefficient ofRR

type rolling resistance; r sdensity of air, approximatelyair

1.23 kg my3 ; C sdrag coefficient; and A s frontalD F

area.
Regenerative braking is possible when acceleration is

negative and when the first negative term exceeds the
other terms. Parameters for a typical scooter are listed in
Table 2 with data for other vehicles for comparison. Next,
the inefficiencies in the system are applied to determine
how much power must be developed by the power source:

P s P rh qP qP 2Ž . Ž .output wheels drivetrain auxiliary parasitics

P spower needed by auxiliary systems — head-auxiliary

lights, signal lights, dashboard, etc.; h sefficiencydrivetrain

of the electric motor and controller subsystem — 77%;
P sparasitic power needed by fuel cell system —parasitics

blowers, fans, etc.
The parasitic and auxiliary powers are electric power

requirements so they do not suffer the 77% efficiency loss.
A more sophisticated model would not use a single value
of h , but rather employ an efficiency map to deter-drivetrain

mine electric motor efficiency as a function of wheel speed
and torque. The typical variation over the map for electric
motors of the size required here is of the order of 5%, so
this expedient was not adapted here.

Table 2
w xTypical modeling parameters collected from the literature 10–17

Vehicle C C A Curb AuxiliaryRR D F
2Ž . Ž . Ž .m weight kg power W

Electric scooter 0.014 0.9 0.6 130 60
Roadster bicycle 0.008 1.2 0.5 10 0
Motorcycle Unknown 0.6 0.8 300 Unknown
Ford AIV Sable 0.0092 0.33 2.13 1291 500
PNGV automobile 0.007 0.20 2.0 920 400
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Fig. 1. Cruising power required at various speeds.

The total curb weight was set at 130 kg, which was 30
kg more than a Taiwan prototype ZES-2000 but equal to
that of Honda’s CUV-ES electric scooter. The driver weight
was 75 kg. Auxiliary power was an average of 60 W.

Ž .Power requirements are shown for i a scooter travel-
Ž . Ž .ling at constant velocity on various slopes Fig. 1 , and ii

a scooter traveling with constant velocity at various speeds
Ž .Fig. 2 . The total power plotted is the electric output from
the power source including auxiliary power, but not sub-

Ž .system parasitic loads blowers, pumps, etc. which are
calculated later.

According to the model, continuous hill climbing as set
Ž .out in the requirements 10 kmrh at 158, 18 kmrh at 128

require 2050 W and 3020 W from the electric power
source, respectively. Cruising at 30 kmrh requires 615 W.
Cruising at 60 kmrh requires 2600 W. Maximum continu-
ous power output, under the requirements, is thus 3020 W
net.

ŽA comparison with published power requirements Fig.
.3 show good correlation with performance requirements

quoted by T.C. Pong, an electric scooter designer; data was
measured from road tests of a Sun Com scooter by Arne
LaVen of the Desert Research Institute and published ITRI

w xZES-2000 results 18–20 .

Fig. 2. Power required to climb various slopes at 18 kmrh.

Fig. 3. Validation of physical model. Scooter properties for the other
vehicles were not necessarily the same as used here. The results are for
P without parasitic power, although they do include auxiliary poweroutput

load and drivetrain efficiencies.

2.2. DriÕing cycle

Steady-state modeling is not sufficient to characterize
the stop–go travelling common to urban driving, or accel-
eration requirements. The Taipei Motorcycle Driving Cy-

Ž .cle TMDC is used to calculate maximum power and
average power for urban driving. Developed by researchers
at the Institute of Traffic and Transportation at Taiwan’s

Ž .National Chiao Tong University, the TMDC Fig. 4 is an
actual velocity trace obtained by researchers who followed

w xtarget vehicles on an instrumented chase vehicle 21 . Due
to errors in the original data and very high accelerations,
the TMDC was smoothed with a low-pass filter to reduce
the maximum power to approximately 5.0 kW to match the
predefined performance requirements and to match scoot-
ers with the 50 cc two-stroke engines targeted here. The
low-pass filter was a transfer function defined to have a
DC gain of 1, in order not to change the average velocity
profile; it had a time constant of 3.1 s.

Running the model with the TMDC shows the power
profile of Fig. 5. The results are summarized in Table 3
and compared with steady-speed cruising.

The model shows that acceleration power demands the
greatest peaks in the cycle, and also accounts for most of
the energy in the cycle, not including braking energy
recovered from negative acceleration. Rolling resistance
accounts for somewhat less energy, and aerodynamic drag
even less. The 60 W of auxiliary power is at most 10% of
the average power. Only small improvements are likely to
come from improved aerodynamics or rolling resistance,
and the acceleration profile is inherent in the way the
scooter is driven; for this component, energy use can only
be reduced by reducing mass. One important ramification
of the high acceleration and deceleration is that a signifi-
cant amount of energy can, theoretically, be recovered by
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Fig. 4. Smoothed TMDC.

regenerative braking; the energy dissipated in braking is an
Ž .average of 122 W 20% of the 566 W engine output .

Another result of the irregular velocity pattern and low
average speed is that the average power requirement is

Fig. 5. Power required in TMDC.
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Table 3
Model power requirements for driving cycle and for steady state driving

TMDC 30 kmrh

Total time 950 s –
Average speed 19.3 kmrh 30 kmrh
Maximum speed 46 kmrh 30 kmrh
Maximum acceleration 6.4 kmrhrs –
Maximum deceleration y8.6 kmrhrs –
Maximum net power from engine 5.6 kW 615 W
Ž .includes drivetrain
Average power from engine 566 W 615 W
Ž .no parasitics; includes drivetrain
Average acceleration power 215 W –
Ž .positive only
Average rolling resistance power 151 W 305 W
Average aerodynamic drag power 117 W 250 W
Mileage in terms of electric output 35.5 kmrkWh 48.8 kmrkWh
Total energy storage for 200 km 5.6 kWh output 4.1 kWh output

only one tenth of the maximum power. The extreme
variability in the power demands suggests that hybridiza-
tion would be useful, with a battery providing surges of
extra power during bursts of acceleration and also the
capability to store braking energy.

Steady-state driving actually requires more power, as
Table 3 shows, although efficiency is higher. A complete
analysis of fuel economy, however, requires a polarization
curve of efficiency versus net power, and an understanding
of the parasitic power. Note that a total of 4.1 kWh output
is needed to store enough electricity for 200 km of range at
30 kmrh, about three times the amount stored by today’s
scooter batteries.

3. Power system

This section calculates the characteristics required of a
fuel cell power system, based on the assumption that
present state-of-the-art performance can be implemented in
stacks for commercial scooters in the next few years. The
operating point and maximum current density of the stack
are defined based on a polarization curve. Metal hydride
storage performance is described, so that both fuel cell and
storage system can be integrated with the model to provide
final performance parameters.

3.1. Fuel cell stack

A maximum gross fuel cell power of 5.9 kW is calcu-
lated from the maximum TMDC requirement of 5.6 kW
net power plus 300 W for parasitic power losses, vide
infra. The polarization curve of Fig. 6 is a published result
for laboratory-bench atmospheric-pressure cells; these are
extrapolated to predict future stack performance.

Ž .Maximum power 5.9 kW is designed to occur just
before the peak at 1000 mA cmy2 . Here, power density is
614 mW cmy2 and thus 9.6=103 cm2 of active area are

needed. The average TMDC power demand is 566 W; later
modeling shows that the final result including parasitic
power, after iterative calculation, is 674 W and at this level
the power density is 70 mW cmy2 . The system is designed
to run at a motor-standard 48 V at this point, requiring 56
cells of 170 cm2 each. Dc-to-dc conversion is required and
losses are included in a 77% drivetrain efficiency. Three
different situations are summarized in Table 4. On aver-
age, current density is extremely low, corresponding to
high efficiencies. Occasional excursions to high currents
are required for maximum acceleration.

3.2. Subsystems and parasitic losses

The gas supply, water, and cooling subsystems are
designed to be as basic as possible. They are used to
calculate parasitic power for the model.

Pure hydrogen fuel is supplied closed-ended in the
design proposed here, so that there is no anode outlet.
Effective utilization is slightly less than 100% due to the
need for occasional purging, although here this loss is
assumed to be negligible. The blower power required on
the air side is:

˙D PV
Ẇs 3Ž .

h

where h is the blower efficiency. With a 50% blower
efficiency, estimated 2 psi air drop within the cell, and a
maximum 15.6 cfm of air flow as required by 2.5=

stoichiometry, this represents a maximum theoretical power
consumption of 200 W. The blower power was modelled
in the simulation as a linear 50–250 W load from 0 to 6
kW of output. This is a conservative calculation based on
comparison with a reported parasitic power requirement of
105 W for a 24 VDC Ametek blower at 1.3 psi for a 4-kW

w xnominal power fuel cell 23 .
Humidification is assumed to be implemented internally

whilst operating at 508. The lower temperature reduces
evaporation, but incurs the cost of more difficult cooling

Fig. 6. Polarization curve. Data from Barbir is for a single cell running on
hydrogenrair at atmospheric pressure, with a Gore MEA and operating

w xtemperature of 608C. Air-side stoichiometry is 2.5 22 .
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Table 4
Fuel cell design parameters

Maximum power Hill climbing continuous power Average TMDC power

Power with parasitic load 5.9 kW 3.2 kW 674 W
y2 y2 y2Current density 1000 mA cm 448 mA cm 81 mA cm

Stack current 172 A 76 A 14 A
Cell voltage 0.61 V 0.75 V 0.87 V

y2 y2 y2Power density 614 mW cm 336 mW cm 71 mW cm
Efficiency 41% 51% 59%

due to a smaller temperature difference with the environ-
ment.

Cooling is the final subsystem dealt with here. Heat is
generated by the fuel cell and two removal mechanisms
are analyzed: active cooling with a liquid coolant loop
discharging heat through a radiator to the environment, and
heat removal from the desorption of hydrogen from a
metal hydride storage cylinder. The pump circulating the
coolant, and a fan blowing air over the radiator both
require parasitic power; a backup system such as a resis-
tance heater might be necessary for startup and active
control of the metal hydride temperature, but is not in-
cluded here.

ŽMaximum heat production is 8.4 kW. In comparison, a
20% efficient 5-kW internal combustion scooter engine
outputs 20 kW of waste heat; the difference is that this
load is produced at high temperatures and, thus, is easily

.rejected to the environs by air blowing over cooling fins.
The TiFe metal hydride system consumes 28 kJ of heat per

Ž .mole of hydrogen desorbed. This is 1.4 kW 16.7% of the
waste heat at maximum power; the percentage increases to
a maximum of 30.2% as the fuel cell is throttled back to
lower powers, because the number of moles of hydrogen
per unit of heat output increases due to the greater effi-
ciency.

A maximum fuel cell temperature of 658C is defined to
avoid drying out the membrane, and the worst-case ambi-

Ž .ent temperature is set to 408C DTs258C .
Over the TMDC, the average heat generated is 742 W,

only 393 W after hydride heat absorption is included, and
peaks in heat generation are very brief in duration, so
continuous heat generation is of the greatest concern. At
3200 W continuous gross output, the rate of waste heat
generation is 3.1 kW. The metal hydride eliminates 20% at
this power level, leaving 100 WrK that must be dissipated
for the fuel cell; an extra margin of 10 WrK was added
for a design specification of 110 WrK. At this level, the
parasitic power loads are 25 W for the coolant pump and
14 W for the radiator fan, based on radiator manufacturer
data, plus the blower power of 50 W, at no load, to 250 W

. w xat maximum output 5.9 kW gross 24 . The power is
calculated as if the pump and fan were continuous, for a
total parasitic load of 89–289 W over the output range of
the fuel cell.

The parasitic power assumed is more conservative than
that given in a study published by the Schatz Energy

w x Ž .Research Center 25 Fig. 7 . The Schatz graph represents
the parasitic power requirements for a nominal 4 kW

Ž .vehicle golf cart fuel cell stack operating at atmospheric
pressure. The system operates at approximately 408C, and
the air flow rate at 1.74 kW is 4.5 cfm, which is approxi-
mately 60% higher at the same power than the system
presented here.

3.3. Fuel storage

Direct hydrogen storage is selected to avoid the need
for a bulky and expensive reformer on board the scooter;
reforming requires additional equipment which comes at a
premium on a small vehicle. Notwithstanding, it should be
noted that recent developments in efficient reforming in
microchannels with high specific surface area could change

w xthis situation in the future 26 . The hydrogen is stored by
adsorption in to metal alloys. Metal hydrides were used in
some demonstration fuel cell vehicles but due to their
weight and expense, presently US$30rkg of hydride alloy,
are not being considered for the first wave of fuel cell
vehicles. Although metal hydrides suffer from the prob-
lems of high alloy cost, sensitivity to gaseous impurities,
and low gravimetric hydrogen density, they have excellent
volumetric storage density together with an inherent ad-
vantage of being endothermic when releasing hydrogen,
thus reducing the risk of fire. In addition, the hydrogen is
kept at a relatively low pressure of 1–10 atm within the

Fig. 7. Parasitics as a function of power.
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Table 5
Theoretical performance of low-temperature metal hydride
Storage system includes container and heat exchange equipment, esti-
mated by Browning et al. as an extra 100% and by Le of NASA at an

w xextra 50% 30,31 . The latter assumption is used here.

FeTiH1.9

H storage by weight 1.75%2
y3Density of metal hydride 5.47 g cm

H storage by volume 101 grl2
y1Ž .Heat of desorption D H kJ mol H y28.02

Dissociation temperature 508C
Desorption pressure at given temperature 10 atm
Hydrogen stored for 200 km 250 g
Total storage system mass 21.4 kg
Total storage system volume 3.7 l
Effective storage by weight 1.2%

metal hydride containment vessel rather than the 250 atm
of compressed gas cylinders, so the rate of hydrogen
leakage is lessened and the risks of explosion in the case
of collisions reduced. For a more detailed comparison of
the various hydrogen storage options, refer to previous

w xwork 27 . The data in Table 5 on the hydride storage
w xsystem were based on Browning et al. 28 and a DTI

w xreport on hydrogen storage 29 .
For comparison, a gasoline tank in a scooter is about 5

l, contains approximately 3.7 kg of gasoline, and allows a
range of 240 km at 30 kmrh, while the battery used in the
ZES 2000 scooter is 3.7 l and weighs 44 kg, but only
provides 65 km of range at 30 kmrh. An aluminum-carbon
compressed gas cylinder at 3600 psi would occupy 31.5 l

w xand 11 kg for the same 250 g of storage 32 .

4. Modelling results

4.1. System performance

The complete model takes the vehicle physical model
and integrates the efficiency of the motorrcontroller sub-
system, parasitic power demands, and the fuel cell polar-
ization curve to determine overall efficiency: this repre-
sents the amount of hydrogen consumed for a given travel
distance under both the Taipei Motorcycle Driving Cycle
and steady state 30 kmrh driving conditions. The overall
performance is used to identify the sizing of subcompo-
nents like the fuel storage supply and, thus, to determine
the overall system weight and size. The same basic model,
minus parasitic power, is used to obtain performance for a
battery-powered option undergoing the same driving. The
results are presented in Table 6. The battery energies are
given in terms of total energy output; actual performances
are lower due to charging and discharging inefficiencies.

Extremely high mileages are realized, over three times
today’s gasoline scooters for the TMDC case, although it
should be noted that the comparison is not exact because

there is an efficiency loss when fossil fuels are reformed to
hydrogen. Efficiencies are higher for 30 kmrh cruising
due to the lack of high-current excursions.

4.2. Size and weight of power system

Fuel cell size and weight were calculated based on a
DTI study of fuel cell stack construction for automobiles
w x33 . One cooling cell is assumed for every two active
cells, but with a shorter stack than the 420-cell versions
used in that report. The results are listed in Table 7 with
the auxiliary components required.

The fuel cell stack performance is 780 Wrkg and 760
Wrl, slightly less than 1996 Ballard stacks at 1 kWrl.
With auxiliaries, the densities are 240 Wrkg and 200
Wrl. The stack proper takes up 27% of the mass and 26%
of the volume. In comparison, the PNGV Technical
Roadmap fuel cell system requirements are 0.4 kWrkg

w xand 0.4 kWrl 34 , while the overall fuel cell system
weight of the 4-kW Schatz Energy Research Center Per-
sonal Utility Vehicle was 90 kg. Stack volume was 10

w xin.=11 in.=21 in., or 39 l 35 . With the greater room of
a golf cart, engineering for minimum volume is not so
critical, but this information does warn that reduced size
and weight have not yet been demonstrated at the 5-kW
size.

The TiFe metal hydride storage cannister for 250 g of
hydrogen is 21 kg and 4 l, for a total power system weight
of 61 kg and volume of 43 l. This corresponds to the

Žweight of the existing ZES drive system batteryqmotor
.qcontroller , suggesting that the 130 kg target curb weight

is reasonable. In addition, the extra performance provided
by the 5.6 kW fuel cell system partially compensates for
the high mass. Figs. 8 and 9 show the distribution of size
and weight for the various subsystems.

In sum, the fuel cell vehicle offers more than three
times the range of the ZES-2000, with roughly the same
weight of drive system. The fuel cell systems does require
18 to 36 additional liters of storage space over that of the

Table 6
System performance under TMDC and at cruising speed

TMDC 30 kmrh cruise

Maximum power from fuel cell 5.91 kW 725 W
Ž .includes drivetrain and parasitics
Average fuel cell output power 674 W 725 W
Overall efficiency 46.7% 58.5%
Fuel economy relative to hydrogen 0.527 kmrg H 0.807 kmrg2

Equivalent ‘‘on-vehicle’’ fuel economy 344 mpge 522 mpge
Hydrogen storage for 200 km range 380 g 248 g
Average output power without parasitics 566 W 614 W
Ž .battery powered scooter
Fuel economy of equivalent battery 35.5 kmrkWh 48.8 kmrkWh
powered scooter
Battery energy storage for 200 km range 6.5 kWh 4.1 kWh
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Table 7
Size and weight summary

Ž . Ž .Brand Model Dimensions in cm Size Weight kg

Fuel cell stack – – – 7.8 l 7.6
Starter battery Yuasa GRT YT4L-BS 11=7=9 0.7 l 1.3
Coolant pump generic – 8=12=12 1.2 l 1.0
Radiator with fan Lytron M14-120 15.2 l 8.9
Blower Ametek 116638-08 15 diameter=17 length 2.9 l 2.7
Plumbing, wiring, etc. generic – – 2.0 l 3.0
coolant water – – – – 0.64
Total stack with auxiliaries – – – 29.8 l 24.6

ZES-2000. There is a helmet storage chamber in the design
that could be commandeered for additional fuel storage;
this is approximately 10–15 l of space. The scooter body
would have to be redesigned to make more room available,
or the off-the-shelf radiator would have to be reduced in
size. Note that present electric scooters already use re-
designed large-capacity bodies, so additional volume in-
creases may prove difficult.

5. Hybrid design

A peaking power battery allows a smaller fuel cell to be
used, and also enable energy to be saved through regenera-
tive braking. The major drawback is that hybrid systems
require more complex controls and power conditioning
systems. Two options are presented here: a hybrid that
meets all the performance requirements, and a scaled-down
version of only 1 kW that cannot sustain continuous hill
climbing for as long. Performances are calculated as be-
fore, size and weights of the subsystems are estimated, and
finally, presently available fuel cell stacks are compared.

5.1. Hybrid description

Two hybrids were specified, both capable of sustaining
maximum power for at least 10 s. The first had to maintain
the same performance as the pure fuel cell scooter, includ-
ing sustaining 3.2 kW gross power for indefinite hill
climbing. The second case targets the short term where
fuel cells are extremely expensive and size must be mini-

Ž .mized at all costs; it uses a 1.1 kW gross fuel cell, with a

Fig. 8. Weights of subsystems. The total drive system weight is 61 kg.

large battery for the remaining 4.6 kW. This scooter would
not be capable of sustaining the hill climbing require-
ments; the specified performances could only be achieved
for under 3 min until the batteries drain down to their 20%
limit and the continuously sustainable hill climbing speeds
are lower than the requirements.

Cooling load is significant in hybrid vehicle design as
well as in the original pure fuel cell design; again, the
critical situation is the hill climbing, requiring 3.2 kW of
continuous output. In the 5.9-kW full-sized fuel cell, con-
tinuous operation at 3.2 kW gross output takes place at
51% efficiency, and heat production is consequently low.
A 3.2-kW maximum power fuel cell, however, is only at
43% efficiency when it is continuously operated at the
same power, producing more heat. The greater heat also
necessitates higher pump and fan loads for the radiator,
meaning greater parasitic loads. The 1.1-kW system was
easier to solve because the output was simply capped at
1.0 kW of net output.

The different hybrid requirements are summarized in
Table 8.

Note that a 35-cm2 cell is extremely small, and while
not the most efficient cell size, avoids having to com-
pletely redesign the system. A more realistic approach
would be to use larger and fewer cells, at the cost of
additional dc-to-dc conversion losses, which unfortunately
could not be investigated given the time constraints here.

The peaking power source is modelled upon the Bolder
Technologies advanced lead-acid battery, which offers high
power density at relatively low cost. The low energy
density is not a significant factor in the brief-peaking

Fig. 9. Volumes of subsystems. Total 43 l.
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Table 8
Hybrid fuel cell stack designs

Pure FC Hybrid 1 Hybrid 2

Maximum gross power 5.9 kW 3.2 kW 1.1 kW
Stack current at maximum power 172 A 89 A 31 A
Efficiency at maximum current density 41.2% 43.2% 43.6%

2 2 2Total active area needed 9600 cm 5600 cm 2000 cm
2 2 2Active area per cell 170 cm 100 cm 35 cm

Ž .Maximum heat generation after metal hydride cooling 7.0 kW 3.5 kW 1.2 kW
Ž .Cooling factor needed at maximum power DTs258C 280 WrK 140 WrK 50 WrK

Ž .Cooling factor at continuous 3020 W 110 WrK 140 WrK 50 WrK at 1 kW
Ž .Cooling fan power requirement at continuous 3020 W 14 W 28 W 4 W at 1 kW
Ž .Coolant pump power requirement at continuous 3020 W 25 W 38 W 21 W at 1 kW

Maximum net fuel cell power 5.9 kW 3.0 kW 1.0 kW
Battery power needed – 2.6 kW 4.6 kW

pattern of Taiwan driving. The battery modelled here has a
density of 1 kgrl, power density of 840 Wrkg for a 40-s
discharge and an energy density of 17 Whrkg; its perfor-
mance is slightly lower than the 100 kW version used in

w xthe Chrysler Intrepid ESX hybrid 36–38 . Battery effi-
ciency was based on a semi-empirical model developed by
the Center for Energy and Environmental Studies at

w xPrinceton University 39 . In this model, discharge and
charge efficiencies are of the order of 90–95%.

For regenerative braking, 30% of the energy is simply
unavailable, as reported by an NREL paper, due to fric-

w xtional and other losses 40 . For the generation of electric-
ity from this kinetic energy by driving the electric motor in
reverse, a 77% efficiency is assumed. Power is divided
between fuel cell and battery according to the following
rules.

Ž .1 The state of charge of the battery must stay between
80% and 20% to avoid permanent battery damage.

Ž .2 Initial state of charge is 50%.
Ž .3 The battery makes up the difference whenever the

fuel cell maximum power is not enough for the driving
cycle power plus auxiliary and parasitic loads.

Ž .4 Regenerating always recharges the battery as long as
the maximum charging current is not exceeded, up to 80%
SOC.

Ž .5 The battery is charged up from the fuel cell at a
Ž .specified rate whenever i the state of charge dips below

Ž .55% and ii power demand at that instant is less than 400

W. The charging rate is equal to 400 W minus the
instantaneous power demand from the wheels, auxiliaries,
and parasitics.

5.2. Hybrid simulation results

The results in Table 9 show that steady-state driving
shows decreasing efficiency as smaller fuel cells are used,
while urban driving exhibits the opposite trend. The 3.2-kW
size suffers from higher parasitic losses due to its more
demanding heat generation.

Efficiency decreased as the fuel cell size decreased,
because the smaller fuel cells were operating closer to their
maximum output. The driving cycle results in Table 10 are
more interesting because deceleration created the possibil-
ity of regenerative braking.

The 1.1-kW fuel cell provides 100 W less average
power than the 5.9 kW fuel cell, because the 86 W
Ž .average that is recovered from regenerative braking can
supplement the peaks. Again, the fuel cell was operating

Žmore frequently near its lowest efficiency maximum
.power and the result is a net fuel economy that is virtually

the same as the pure fuel cell. However, this design
reduces the size of the fuel cell stack by a factor of more
than 5, which is important for the short term cost.

For the 3.2-kW fuel cell in both cases, fuel economy
decreases significantly with hybridization. There are three

Table 9
Hybrid performance at 30 kmrh

Parameters 5.9 kW pure FC 3.2 kW hybrid 1.1 kW hybrid

Fuel cell conversion efficiency 58.5% 56.4% 50.0%
Average fuel cell output power 725 W 751 W 710 W
Fuel economy in terms of hydrogen 0.807 kmrg 0.751 kmrg 0.703 kmrg

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .‘‘on-vehicle’’ fuel economy change from pure FC 522 mpge 0 486 mpge y4% 455 mpge y15%
Hydrogen for 200 km 248 g 266 g 284 g
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Table 10
Hybrid performance under TMDC

Parameter 5.9 kW pure FC 3.2 kW hybrid 1.1 kW hybrid

Fuel cell maximum power 5.91 kW 3.24 kW 1.11 kW
Battery maximum power needed – 2.61 kW 4.63 kW
Average total power output, batteryq fuel cell 674 W 709 W 726 W
Average fuel cell power 674 W 698 W 577 W

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .‘‘on-vehicle’’ fuel economy change from pure FC 344 0 316 y8.2% 343 y0.3%
Conversion efficiency 56% 53% 47%
Average power regenerated – 65 W 86 W
Braking energy recovered as a fraction of theoretical maximum braking losses – 51% 68%

Ž . Ž .reasons: i the cooling system parasitic load is larger, ii
the fuel cell is operating more frequently near its maxi-

Ž .mum load, and iii the battery is rarely used to output
energy. Due to the lower fuel economy at 30 kmrh,
slightly more metal hydride is needed: 266 g for 200 km.

Battery energy does not return to initial levels over the
driving cycle for the 3.2 kW hybrid — in fact, there is a
net gain from regeneration of 58.3 kJ, or an average of 60
W over the 950-s cycle. This is a not insignificant amount
of surplus energy that could be used to improve fuel
economy, if a more sophisticated battery policy that intelli-
gently predicted power usage could be used.

The same DTI model used previously was repeated to
calculate fuel cell stack sizes and weights for the hybrids;
other components were added to find total drive system

Ž .mass and volume Table 11 . Peaking power batteries do
not significantly reduce the mass and volume of the total
fuel cell system, because the auxiliary cooling and fluid
management systems require a certain minimum space and
mass which does not decrease rapidly with size. Further-
more, hydride mass increases slightly with decreasing fuel
cell size due to decreasing 30 kmrh efficiency. The 1.1
kW hybrid does have much smaller volume due to the
smaller radiator. On the other hand, certain other factors
decrease almost linearly with fuel cell size, foremost among
them membrane area and platinum cost. Significant cost
reductions might be possible under such a system for the
near future while fuel cells remain extremely expensive;

unfortunately, these costs are not reflected in the price
calculations above, which rely upon ultimate price esti-
mates for mass-produced stacks.

5.3. Near-term possibilities

To obtain a rough comparison of these designs with
what is available today, portable stacks from H-Power and
Ballard were inserted into the 1 kW fuel cell design. A
single PS-250 fuel cell unit commercially available from H
Power produces 250 W net power, weighs 10.3 kg, and has

w xa volume of 16 l 41 . The system is air-cooled, and with
the correct geometry this could be viable for a scooter
version. The existing design can actually output 330 W; to
be conservative, retail units are sold derated to 250 W.
Using three units to supply the 1.0 kW net output desired
produces a power system weight of 31 kg and volume of
48 l. 1999 costs are of the order of US$6000 for a unit like
the PS-250, with mass-production costs expected to drop

w xto US$1000 42 . For the three units required, then, the
near-term cost would be on the order of US$18,000 and
US$3,000 with mass production. On the other hand, Bal-

Ž .lard Power Systems has developed a 1 kW net power
stack that weighs 18 kg and has a volume of 33 l including

w xall packaging 43 . These system sizes and weights are
summarized in Table 12. In the short term, an unoptimized

Table 11
Component breakdown for hybrid scooter power systems

Component 3.2 kW 1.1 kW

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Weight kg Volume l Weight kg Volume l

Fuel cell stack 5.4 5.3 4.1 3.2
Auxiliaries 15.6 21.3 10.5 8.4
Peaking power battery 3.1 3.0 5.6 5.4
TOTAL STACK WITH AUXILIARIES 25.1 29.6 20.1 17.0
Motor and controller 15.5 9.1 15.5 9.1

Ž . Ž .Hydride for 200 km range 22.8 266 g H 4.0 24.3 285 g H 4.32 2

Total drive system 63 43 60 30
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Table 12
Near-term 1-kW fuel cell hybrid designs
The fuel cell system size and weight exclude peaking power battery in all cases.

Parameter As designed in this paper Ballard stack H-Power stack

Fuel cell system weight 14.6 kg 18 kg 31 kg
Fuel cell system volume 11.6 l 33 l 48 l
Fuel cell system power density, gravimetric 75 Wrkg 61 Wrkg 35 Wrkg
Fuel cell system power density, volumetric 65 Wrl 33 Wrl 23 Wrl

fuel cell hybrid based on Ballard performance figures
would have a drive system at 63 kg and 51 l. This is 3 kg
and 27 l more than the ZES-2000, which, although not as
optimistic as present assumptions, is technically feasible in
a scooter.

6. Conclusions

Existing and proposed battery-powered scooter designs
have low performance and are not likely to displace com-
bustion engined scooters until better range and power and
recharging times arrive. However, in the time that batteries
have to improve, fuel cells may offer an effective alterna-
tive. A fuel cell design was assumed here for the scooter
that focused on simplicity on all fronts: pure hydrogen
operation, atmospheric pressure, and low temperature.
Metal hydride storage offers good synergy with the cool-
ing system due to its endothermic hydrogen release, and
greater safety than composite cylinders due to the lower

Ž .pressures 1–10 atm . The results show that advanced fuel
cell powered scooters could have more than three times the
100 mpg of existing gasoline-powered scooters, with zero
tailpipe pollution, in a 130-kg package.

In addition, hybrid designs were examined in an effort
to accelerate fuel cell scooter adoption by reducing the size
of the fuel cell stack needed. Hybrid power systems with a
combined peaking power battery offer significant reduc-
tions in cost because fuel cells are so expensive. Compari-
son with commercially available fuel cell technology re-
veals that the effective 1 kW scooter is possible today.

In the short term, phasing out two-strokes and speeding
a transition to four-stroke engines offers rapid reductions
in emissions. Nevertheless, a hydrogen fuel cell scooter is
technically feasible, and offers additional air pollution
reduction benefits over four-strokes, along with perfor-
mance that batteries cannot yet match.
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